Visit http://mbta.com/riding_the_t/logan/ for various options of getting from the Logan International Airport to Downtown Boston.

For updates on transportation fares, please visit http://www.mbta.com/fares_and_passes/subway/

Below, we are providing one alternative of reaching the campus:

**Public transportation when coming from Logan International Airport to Northeastern University campus:**

- When you exit from the terminal, look for “pubic transport” signs, and wait nearby the sign to take the free airport shuttle. There are several shuttles, so the guests are requested to take the shuttle that goes to the “T station” (only one option: blue line). You will see the T symbol on the side of the bus which will indicate that the shuttle will stop at the blue line T station. *Bus numbers 22, 33, 55 to MBTA Blue line.*

- The shuttle will drop you off at the blue line T station. The station name is “AIRPORT”. Here, you can pay $2.00 to buy a one way ticket (or multiple tickets) from the ticket machines. You can ask for help from the attendant when operating the machine. If you wish, you can also ask from the attendant a CHARLIE CARD, which is given to anyone for free. You will then need to charge this card with either cash or credit card using the Charlie Card machines (same machines as you purchase a regular ticket). You will then use the card to tap it on the magnetic key next to the turnstiles. The door to the left of the magnetic key will open. *Notice that fares will change on July 1, 2012.*

- Once you pass the turnstiles, you will take the blue line T to the “direction BOWDOIN”. For this, you will need to take the escalators and go to the other side of the tracks. Your destination on blue line is the station named: STATE, which is also on ORANGE line.

- Change at STATE station to ORANGE line, and look for direction “FOREST HILLS”. Most of the T stations have escalators and some have elevators for carrying large items to the platforms. Take the Orange line to “Forest Hills” and get off at “RUGGLES” station.

- You will exit the T station at Ruggles. Once you go upstairs (either with stairs, escalators, or with elevators), you will cross the turnstiles. Turnstiles automatically open as you approach them. Nothing else is needed to open them. After passing the turnstiles, you will take a “right” towards the conference venue (also the venue for those staying on campus). As you walk and exit the station, you will walk down the stairs, and slightly on your right, you will see a tall rise building. At its entrance, it reads INTERNATIONAL VILLAGE. Please walk in, pass the doors straight into the lobby.
- If you are checking in for your room, please meet the front desk staff to introduce yourself and request access to the room.

- If you are attending the session, please keep walking in the lobby and take the stairs on your left to go downstairs where the session takes place. There will be signs to navigate you to the session room and exhibit area.

Public transportation from Northeastern University campus to Logan International Airport:

For returning to the airport, the above activities are reversed. To summarize:

- Take the T at Ruggles station towards OAK GROVE direction.
- Change to blue line at STATE station, towards WONDERLAND direction.
- Get off at AIRPORT station and take the shuttle to your terminal. There are two shuttles, and each one serves to different terminals. You will see a key outside showing which shuttle goes to which terminal.

If you decide to take the GREEN line (also available on campus) to reach the airport, one alternative would be the following:

- Take the Green Line on campus towards LECHMERE direction.
- Change to Blue line at station GOVERNMENT CENTER, and take the blue line towards WONDERLAND direction.
- Get off at AIRPORT station and take the shuttle to your terminal. There are two shuttles, and each one serves to different terminals. You will see a key outside showing which shuttle goes to which terminal.